Promotion of gas bubble formation by ingested nuclei in the ciliate, Tetrahymena pyriformis.
Cells of the ciliate Tetrahymena pyriformis were suspended with carmine or graphite particles or with Halobacterium gas vesicles, all of which promote bubble formation in aqueous suspensions when tested with 10 atm and above (0.1-0.5 X 10(7) Pa) (carmine and graphite) or 25 atm and above (gas vesicles) of nitrogen supersaturations. All three particles were ingested, but only the gas vesicles promoted intracellular gas bubble formation if the cells containing them were nitrogen or methane saturated in a slow stepwise fashion prior to rapid decompression. Cell rupture did not occur until gas saturation pressures greater than 25 atm were used; this suggests that the ciliate pellicle and cytoplasm cannot resist the mechanical forces of an expanding gas phase induced by decompression from between 25 and 50 atm and thus provides an estimate of the physical strength of these cellular components. The inability of the ingested carmine, graphite, and collapsed gas vesicles to induce intracellular gas bubble formation suggests that the phagocytic process somehow altered them. This procedure may thus provide a tool for the study of early events in the digestive processes of ciliates.